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• Increasing fossil fuel prices – higher global 
demand, lower / more costly / less secure 
supplies

• Growing global food demand: higher prices
• Climate change  - pressures north and south 

from temperature and rainfall shifts
• Demographic change – shrinking workforce, 

pressure in south from migration
• Slow growth, tight public finances –

reduced funding for land and people?

Context: Europe’s rural areas 
face significant challenges



Implications for rural areas

Agriculture and the food sector must become much 
more resource-efficient: 

– using fewer non-renewable inputs, 
– conserving carbon, soil and water, 
– reducing or eliminating wastes



The multifunctionality of rural 
land use must be maintained 
and increased: embracing energy 
generation and non-food products,  
sustained use for leisure and food 
production (these demands will not 
diminish, but grow)

Ecosystem services
require better long-term planning and 
spatial co-ordination

• Drivers for a strong public 
goods focus

• Many reasons to think and act 
collectively



Taking stock of CAP reform
What prospects for improved performance?

• The new CAP extends greening to all larger farms –
but option choices will determine its value 

• Increased Pillar 1 targeting: marginal areas, young 
farmers, sensitive sectors – again, outcomes will 
depend upon national / regional choices

�Good scope to increase the value of actions if 
planned collaboratively at landscape-scale

�Fear of complexity / change may encourage 
minimalist, conservative choices



Taking stock of CAP reform
• RDPs have more scope for integrated action, 

tailored to local context - investments, co-operation, 
training and advice, agri-environment-climate payments, 
infrastructure support

• All these could work together: e.g. begin with co-
operation, visits, training; then investments and multi-
annual payments; then develop new markets and 
branding…

• Stronger focus upon innovation and research –
relevant skills and knowledge combined with practice

• Budgets have shifted – some territories have much 
more, some less funding: this creates contrasting 
incentives for real change



Lessons from research: 
Farmer reasons to collaborate

• To learn from each other, about best management 
strategies and planning

• To enable investment in new equipment, or to 
share labour-intensive tasks, across the 
boundaries of small enterprises

• To develop new business connections and exploit 
market opportunities based upon shared interests

• To increase resilience to cope with public funding 
restraint, new regulations, climate & market 
volatility



UK experience
Traditionally, little co-operation in 
farming, with some exceptions e.g. 
Common land 

Many group initiatives started in 
last 20 years, agri-environment and 
adding value

Several NGO-led, some agency-
led, some proudly independent



Farmer-led collaboration
‘Outstanding environmental management is 
at the heart of the way Pontbren farmers 
farm.’

• Pontbren farmers have planted 120,000 
trees, all native species from local seed 
stock to maximise healthy growth and 
increase biodiversity.

• 16.5 miles (26 km) of hedgerows have 
been planted

• 12 ponds have been established, 
covering 5.4 acres (3 ha). Areas of 
wetland have been fenced, to ensure 
protection.

• Sustainability: Pontbren has established its own tree nursery where all 
trees and hedgerows are grown from seeds gathered on the farms. 
Offcuts and windfalls from trees and hedges are recycled into bedding 
for animals



In their own words
From the start the group wished to return to farming in a more 

traditional way, based on extensively reared native breeds of sheep. 
Their changes are also restoring the landscape to the way it used to 

be, as the farmers plant woodland, shelter belts and hedgerows. 
Water management is being made more sustainable by restoring and 

re-establishing the traditional farm ponds and wetlands.

The Pontbren approach is different in many ways. Farming, since the 
Second World War, has been politically encouraged to increase 
production with grants and subsidies and it has responded to the 
extent that the industry is now heavily dependent on public sector 

support. This group has made a bold attempt to take control of their 
own destinies. Rather than undertaking work which attracts grant aid 

they have set their own programme and sought funding that fits.

� A powerful example to government and to others has now  
inspired a suite of  ‘landscape-scale’ initiatives in Wales & England



Lessons from research: 
Barriers to collaboration

• Lack of communication, mistrust of one 
another 

• Suspicion that the state has other motives
• Lack of confidence in their own skills, lack of 

experience
• Concerns about free-riders, or exploitation
• ‘better safe than sorry’ risk aversion



… and barriers to securing 
help from policies

• No time to stop and think

• Lack of match-funding for investments / poor 
business confidence

• Lack of experience in securing funding

• Official processes distant, formal, not trusted  -
‘jobs for the boys’, just money for more 
consultants, etc.

• Crippling bureacracy – often worse in 
the early years of a new system



Addressing the barriers
• Lack of communication, mistrust
� Create opportunities for people to meet first in non-

threatening, social situations:  societies, open days, visits
• Suspicion that the state has other motives
� Encourage frequent communication / explanation – regular 

meetings, public notices, open access
• Lack of confidence in their skills, lack of experience
� Focus on sharing experiences first, then develop ideas by 

bringing in ‘outsiders’ / going places / tools for learning
• Concern about free-riders, or exploitation
� Identify the best facilitators (independent or trusted local), 

ensure transparency and continuity 
� encourage collective responsibility to enable peer-policing
• risk aversion - Focus on issues where the urge to 

communicate is greatest
• Bureaucracy – provide facilitation, promotion, offer co-design



Maltese experience: growing

Fiercely independent micro-farms, 
major public goods challenges, 
weak market influence

From small-scale, informal, to 
planning in working groups, then 
larger active meetings

Working towards collective RDP 
action, 2014-2020 



Potential of collaboration
• Better agri-environment

– Facilitated and co-ordinated management across territories, 
better compliance, going beyond prescriptions

– Targeting informed by farmer knowledge, as well as 
environmental expertise

• Beyond agri-environment : energy and climate invest ment
– Wood fuels, AD co-ops, micro-hydro plants
– New green business options, more social benefits
– More attention to the soil… learning / experimenting together

• Beyond one commodity / product
– Innovation in more sustainable farming systems
– More diverse outputs and land uses

• Beyond the farm gate
– Building sustainability into the supply chain, from public goods 

to  consumption benefits?
– Partnering with retail, tourism & leisure, food and fuel sectors to 

increase benefits 



BUT this kind of action is an 
investment for the future

0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7  years

Where we 
are now

Environmental 
and social 
benefits



Which means:
• Policy makers must be more innovative in 

design and delivery - move beyond single measures 
+ separate calls; design local approaches with stakeholders, 
offer combined access to measures; allow gradual roll-out 

• Policies must  incentivise experimentation –
facilitating, learning, doing things differently, taking risks / 
allowing failures, starting small and building

• All of this takes time, facilitation /support, lots of 
regular communication, and trust – it would be easy 
to lose confidence in the early years

�Can those who don’t, learn from those who do?



Thank you!

jdwyer@glos.ac.uk

Research reports, 
UK & Malta:

www.ccri.ac.uk


